COLAS used up to nine rollers and
two sprayers on site at a time.

LONG-HAUL CRUMB RUBBER,
TO REMOTE AIRPORTS AND BEYOND
WITH GROWING CALLS FOR MORE SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS ACROSS THE ROAD
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY, SAMI BITUMEN’S LONG-HAUL CRUMB RUBBER BINDER
IS PROVING ITS CAPABILITIES TO SERVICE SOME OF AUSTRALIA’S MOST REMOTE
LOCATIONS AS A SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL.

T

he use of crumb rubber is a major
focus in Main Roads Western
Australia’s sustainability policy as
part of its commitment to meeting the
needs of today without compromising
future generations.
As one of three spotlighted topics, the
use of crumb rubber is a priority for the
organisation. It estimates 1,900 tonnes
of crumb rubber was used on the states
network alone in the year 2019/20, which is
equivalent to 380,000 car tyres.
Alongside public organisations, private
entities are also moving to use increased
amounts of crumb rubber as it can offer
cost-effective alternative maintenance
treatment to polymer modified binders.
In this case a new airport was being
constructed in the Pilbara and project
consultant GHD recommended the use
of SAMI Bitumen Technologies long haul
crumb rubber binder. The airport runway
was 2200 metres long and 45 metres wide
with a taxiway and hard stand.
Based around 1400 kilometres from
SAMI’s Fremantle manufacturing facilities,
the crumb rubber binder transported to
the airport was specially formulated by
SAMI to remain stable and stay within the
specification throughout the transportation
and handling process.
The long-haul S45R binder overcomes
traditional challenges that can occur with
the separation of crumb rubber particles
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during long transportation.
Russell Clayton, Technical Director
Pavement Engineering at GHD, says the
company has had a lot of experience with
crumb rubber in the past and recognises
crumb rubber bitumen as a more durable
and longer lasting product.
“When we went to tender with this
project, we required the crumb rubber to
be blended on-site but SAMI proposed
for their product to be used as it could be
hauled over long distances if maintained at
a stable temperature,” Clayton says.
The program of works at the airport
meant the runway would be sprayed in the
cooler winter months, so GHD worked with
SAMI in Sydney to perform tests and ensure
the product would not be affected by
lower surface temperatures.
“For the testing, comparisons were made
between the S45R binder and a traditional
form of binder and the results, even at
lower temperatures, showed the crumb
rubber to perform better,” Clayton says.
“One of the conditions for the project
was that every batch of binder had to be
tested on-site before it was sprayed. SAMI
established a small lab on site and fulfilled
the requirements with every single delivery
meeting performance criterion.”
He says the oldest product brought to
site was four days old, and it still met the
specifications.
The project overall used around 560

tonnes of SAMI’s S45R product with each
batch transported in 50,000 litre tanks.
GHD also collected samples of each day’s
batch of binder for forensic testing in the
future, if required.
As a subcontractor for the project, COLAS
were tasked with applying the crumb rubber
binder to the runway, with the project being
constructed in less than 10 days.
This was one of the reasons for which
GHD recommended the SAMI product.
Clayton says with most airfield projects
conducted in 10-day periods, setting up a
binder blending plant and storage at the
site can be a significant undertaking.
Lindsay Hughes, COLAS Operations
Manager for WA, says sometimes when
crumb rubber has been used in the past,
rubber particles separate from the binder
and end up in the bottom of the tank as a
heavy residue.
“Typically, it took two days for the binder
to get to site after they had loaded it.
When the drivers had lunch breaks or tea
breaks, they would circulate the binder and
carry on,” he says.
“We use a lot of crumb rubber in our
projects and for our sealing season around
60 per cent is crumb rubber binder. We
know it’s one of the best products out there
for high stress seals, especially for airports,
it bonds well with the stone and it has great
high surface temperature properties.”
The seal constructed on the runway was
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SAMI’s long haul crumb rubber is specially
formulated to remain stable and stay within
specification during long transportation.

a prime coat with a 72 hour cure. It was a
14/10 millimetre, S45R two coat seal with
an emulsion sand seal over the top.
“It sprayed very similarly to a traditional
binder. We run larger nozzles in our sprayers
when using crumb rubber and we found this
mix sprayed very well and that there was no
tram tracking. I think we could have even
used our standard nozzles,” Hughes says.
COLAS used up to nine rollers and two
sprayers on-site at a time to get the project
finished in a tight window.
“The feedback we’ve had from the client

has been fantastic and we were really
happy that we got the project done in the
time they specified,” Hughes says.
Both GHD and COLAS saw the importance
of minimising stone loss during and after
construction and worked together to achieve
these outcomes using SAMI’s S45R binder.
“Working at an airport it is crucial the
stones bond well to the bitumen and we
had used a crumb rubber formula at another
airport a few years prior which gave me the
confidence to use this binder” Clayton says.
“Even now at warmer temperatures the

Specialists in stability
management

crumb rubber seal appears to be, although
it is very young, much tougher than a
conventional C320 binder.”
Clayton says he will most certainly
be looking to use the S45R in similar
environments in the future.
“This is the only crumb rubber product I
know of that can be transported such long
distances so it’s a great solution to that
problem. I think that the success of this
project will demonstrate to other airports
that there are alternative options using
crumb rubber.”
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in electronic vehicle and machinery
safety solutions.
We offer a suite of safety focused products
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Designed and manufactured in Australia to
the highest standards, Hummingbird is a
brand you can trust to improve safety on
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